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check  20:00-30:00
check  Push the run pace if you and your partner move quickly through 
the other movements.
check  Reduce the run pace if you and your partner struggle on the other 
movements. 
check  Each athlete performs 24 double-unders at the same time.
check  Partners split reps on the toes-to-bars and the clean and jerks 
(squat or power clean).
check  Partners run together and stay together throughout the workout.

check  Ensure athletes use a loading that feels “heavy,” but is not a load that 
they will fail at any point during the workout.
check  Focus on helping athletes ensure a proper clean setup: heels down, 
shoulders slightly in front of the bar, visible lumbar arch with chest up.
check  Help athletes partner up based upon similar strengths so they can share 
a barbell.
check  Review the logistics section for an individual version of the workout.
check  Learn more about Eva Mireles, her life, and her tribute workout HERE
check  Robb School Memorial Fund

• Other than run distance, aim to maintain the rep volume of the 
workout in order to maintain the significance of the tribute workout. 

• As needed, reduce the loading of the clean and jerk or the difficulty 
of the movements. 

• Athletes should be able to finish each set of movements in 1:00 or 
less. 

• Scale the barbell loading so it is “heavy” relative to an athlete’s 
ability. Athletes should not have a loading that will lead to a failed 
rep. Consider scaling it to a weight that an athlete could lift for 3-5 
reps in a row, but not much more than that.

• If athletes don’t have a partner, reduce the toes-to-bar reps to 10 
and perform only 1 clean and jerk per round.

Individual Workout Option
5 rounds for time of:
24 double-unders
10 toes-to-bars
1 clean and jerk (135/205 lb)
400-m run

With a partner, 5 rounds for 
time of:
24 double-unders (each)
19 toes-to-bars (total)
2 clean and jerks (total) 
(135/205 lb)
400-m run (together)

With a partner, 5 rounds for 
time of:
24 double-unders (each)
19 toes-to-bars (total)
2 clean and jerks (total) 
(105/155 lb)
400-m run (together)

With a partner, 4 rounds for 
time of:
24 single-unders (each)
19 hanging knee-raises (total)
2 clean and jerks (total) (65/95 
lb)
400-m run (together)

Rest, stretch, and recover
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EVA STRONG

GOALS

SCALING

LOGISTICS

RX INTERMEDIATE BEGINNER

TIME LOADING SKILL VOLUME25:00 4/5 3/5 5/5| | | |

SKILL WORK

OVERVIEW MOVEMENT SCALING OPTIONS

INTENDED STIMULUS COACHING GOALS

LIMITATIONS OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Double-unders | single-unders, lateral hops over the barbell
Toes-to-bars | hanging knee raises, sit-ups
Clean and jerks | reduce loading, dumbbell clean and jerks
Run | reduce distance, substitute

Run substitutions | C2 bike 600/800-m, row 400/500-m, assault bike 
24/30-calorie, Echo bike 18/25-calories

WATCH DAILY VIDEO

https://www.crossfit.com/news/in-honor-of-eva-mireles
https://onestarfoundation.org/uvalde/
https://youtu.be/6kUKNLVo6nI


Target | 20:00-30:00
• Today’s workout is a partner hero tribute workout for Eva Mireles. 
• Mireles was one of two teachers killed along with 19 students at Robb Elementary School in Uvalde, Texas. 

The 44-year-old was an avid CrossFitter who regularly attended Shotgun CrossFit in the same county. 
Mireles was killed protecting her 4th-grade students and had been a teacher in the district for 17 years.

• The rounds and reps are significant to the month and day the shooting occurred (5 and 24), the number of 
students killed (19), and the number of teachers killed, including Mireles (2).

• Some of the fastest teams can push below 20:00, even with the higher volume of running and heavier 
barbells.

• We know that everyone participates in hero workouts for different reasons. And that many athletes will 
want to give this workout their most sincere effort to honor the lives lost.

• Consider scaling the movement difficulty and loading while maintaining the rounds and reps. Teams 
should be able to complete each movement in 1:00 or less and complete the run in 2:00 or less. 

• Partners will perform 24 double-unders each and at the same time. They will split the toes-to-bars and 
then perform 1 clean and jerk each (squat or power). Athletes will run together and stay together on during 
the run. 

• When scaling the loading of the barbell, use a weight that you could perform 3-5 reps in a row with, feels 
heavy, but will not lead to failure.
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WHITEBOARD BRIEF

GENERAL WARM-UP SPECIFIC WARM-UP

ESTIMATED TIME = 4:00

ESTIMATED TIME = 9:00 ESTIMATED TIME = 10:00

VIDEOS & DEMOS

PARTNERS AND GENERAL MOVEMENT PREP | 9:00
• Focus on helping athletes improve hinging and squatting ranges of 

motion while maintaining a visible lumbar curve. 
• Keep athletes moving at a moderate, but consistent pace. 
• Demo warm-up movements before starting.

On a 5:00 clock, with a partner:
10 synchronized PVC/barbell overhead lunges
5 synchronized PVC/barbell muscle cleans
10 PVC pass-throughs
5 synchronized burpees
20 single-unders or mountain climbers

RUN REVIEW | 2:00
• Allow athletes who are not running to set up rowers, bikes, or ski-

erg as needed.
• Review the run route, send athletes on a 100-m jog.

CLEAN AND JERK REVIEW | 5:00
• Focus on setup: weight in heels, bar against body, chest up with 

lumbar arch, and shoulders slightly in front of the bar.

Demo:
squat clean and jerk
power clean and jerk

Clean and jerk reps with a partner:
5 reps each x empty bar
3 reps each x light weight
3 reps each x moderate weight
3 reps each x moderate weight

MOVEMENT PREP AND LOADING | 5:00
Demo:
toes-to-bars
toes to bar attempts
kipping knee raises

Movement prep with a partner:
2-3 sets x 5 double-under each, 5 toes-to-bars each, 1 clean and jerk 
each
• Athletes should finish building up to workout weight and substitute 

toes-to-bar and double-under scaling options as needed.

EVA MIRELES TRIBUTE

DOUBLE-UNDER

AT A GLANCE
check  Partner athletes into teams at the start of the warm-up.
check  Demo each warm-up movement quickly and then allow 
athletes to move through multiple rounds on their own with a 
partner.
check  Time-cap the warm-up once you feel like all athletes are warm 
and ready for loading. 
check  Review the running route and assign run scaling or 
substitutions.
check  Identify teams who cannot share a barbell or need equipment 
substitutions.

AT A GLANCE
check  Due to limited time, allow athletes to practice and load up on 
their own.
check  Focus on clean mechanics, especially when athletes practice 
with an empty barbell.
check  Quickly demo and review the clean and jerk.
check  Demo the toes-to-bar and scaling options before loading and 
movement prep practice.
check  Ensure logistics and scaling options with each athlete taking 
1-rep at workout clean & jerk weight before starting.

TOES-TO-BAR

SQUAT CLEAN AND JERK

POWER CLEAN AND JERK

MUSCLE CLEANS

HIP EXTENSION CUES

https://www.crossfit.com/news/in-honor-of-eva-mireles
https://youtu.be/82jNjDS19lg
https://youtu.be/6dHvTlsMvNY
https://youtu.be/PjY1rH4_MOA
https://youtu.be/LtoksZKesMA
https://youtu.be/K7CctePUCYA
https://youtu.be/402b7QDmbj8
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WORKOUT COOLDOWNESTIMATED TIME = 30:00 ESTIMATED TIME = 5:00

COACHING STRATEGIES 
• The fitter or faster partner should move to the toes-to-bar first after 

the double unders and consider taking more of the toes-to-bar reps 
overall.

• After the toes-to-bars the fitter partner should clean and jerk 
second.

• Make sure athletes run together. 
• Challenge the fittest athletes to use a squat clean and push jerk, as 

long as they can do so safely.
• Prioritize assessing and correcting setup faults and hip extension 

faults in the clean and jerk.

LOOK FOR
Double-under
1) Straight arms pushed out straight to the side
Toes-to-bar
1) Not leaning back or kicking the leg straight enough to finish the rep
Clean and jerk
1) Setup: hips below the knees
2) Setup: hips in-line or above shoudlers
3) Loss of lumbar curve
4) Jumping with bent knees or incomplete hip extension
Run
1) Athletes not running together

CUES
Double-under
1) “Pull elbows in toward the torso, keep hands just above hip height”
Toes-to-bar
1) “Look up slightly and lean back”
2) “Kick your toes to the bar”
Clean and jerk
1) Get hips up until shoulders are just slightly in front of the bar
2) Get hips lower until shoulders are just slightly in front of the bar
3) “Squeeze your abs and pull your chest up”
4) “Drive your legs straight” “Jump harder into the bar” “Jump higher”
Run
1) If they are comfortable, faster runners can brace and slightly 
“push” their partner with a palm at the low back. Not all teams will be 
comfortable with this, but it can help slower runners when done well.

STRETCHING | 5:00
• Demo the couch stretch and standing hamstring stretch.
• For the standing hamstring stretch, allow athletes to elevate one 

leg, stretched out, onto a box.

3 sets:
:30 couch stretch/leg
:30 standing hamstring stretch/leg

AT A GLANCE
check  Make sure athletes stay together in all parts of the workout.
check  Encourage teams to break the toes-to-bar into smaller sets to 
stay moving.
check  Reduce clean loading if athletes fail multiple reps.
check  Clean setup: heels down, chest up with the lumbar curve, 
shoulders slightly in front of bar, bar against body.

AT A GLANCE
check  Allow teams still finishing time to finish.
check  Check-in on all athletes before they head out the door, 
especially if they did not get to cool down.
check  Encourage finished teams to support teams that are still 
working.

BREAK ESTIMATED TIME = 2:00


